TESORO METAL DETECTORS MADE FOR THE UK

Laser Scout
The Scout is similar to the Rapier but without pinpoint mode and threshold control. The
Scout comes with alkaline batteries and is fitted with an 8" polo coil. The Laser Scout is a
simple switch on a go motion detector, simple in operation, high in performance. The Laser
Scout is lightweight and easy to operate, as such it is ideal for both the newcomer to the
hobby and the more experienced detectorist. Based on the original Silver Sabre circuitry
the Scout continues the tradition delivering the goods on difficult sites.

Laser Rapier Plus
The Laser Rapier Plus is a very simple to operate motion discriminator detector, having
discrimination, sensitivity and threshold control for tuning in all metal. It is lightweight and
easy to use. Fitted with 9" x 8” web coil, the Rapier comes with alkaline batteries. The
Laser Rapier Plus is lightweight and easy to operate, as such it is ideal for both the
newcomer to the hobby and the more experienced detectorist.

Laser Trident 2
The Trident II runs at 14.3kHz frequency and comes as standard with a 9”x8” concentric
monolithic coil. This machine has fixed & adjustable ground balance to help improve
performance and will also use any of the Lobo, Cibola, Trident or Tejon coils. The Trident II
comes with a flip switch which enables the user to adjust the frequency from 14.3kHz to
14.5kHz or 14.7kHz.

Laser Trident 1
The Trident I is designed for the treasure hunter who prefers simplicity when it comes to
controls. The Trident runs at 14.3kHz frequency and is housed in the micro max control box.
It comes as standard with a 9”x8” concentric monolithic coil and will also use any of the
Lobo, Cibola, Vaquero or Tejon coils. The Trident I comes with a flip switch which enables
the user to adjust the frequency from 14.3kHz to 14.5kHz or 14.7kHz.

Laser Hawkeye
The Hawkeye is the latest edition to the laser range. Based on a simplified Cortes, the
Hawkeye has a digital target identification meter, full range of discrimination, depth
reading and threshold control for the pinpoint mode. The Hawkeye is fitted with a 9” x 8”
web coil and comes with alkaline batteries.

Tesoro Tejon
The Tejon is one of Tesoro's top detectors, it has a 17.5 kHz frequency which helps to
increase the sensitivity on small gold and silver targets. The Tejon comes with a 9 x 8 web
coil but the manual ground balance will allow other coils to be fitted. The Tejon has a pitch
adjust so the tone can be adjusted and a dual discrimination control for accurate target id.

Tesoro Euro Sabre
The Euro Sabre - the first Tesoro model that was specifically designed to meet the needs of
the European detector market. The Euro Sabre combines Tesoro technology, American
know-how, and European good looks into a
single detector. Previously, the Euro Sabre
was only available on the "Continent", but
for a limited time it's here in the United
States.The Euro Sabre was designed to
handle the number one problem in Europe IRON.
The Euro Sabre uses a built-in Iron ID Mode
that allows the user to customize how they
would like to get rid of the trash targets.
The Iron ID can be used in either a Blank or
an Audio Mode. In the Blank Mode, most iron
will be ignored and the machine may give a
slight chirp or click over oddly shaped iron
targets. In the Audio Mode, iron gives a low
tone that is easily identified. Nonferrous
targets give a high tone. Targets that are
questionable are designated with a high/low rolling tone.
The Euro Sabre is designed as a general purpose or relic hunting machine. It incorporates a
manually adjusted Ground Balance that operates in both the All Metal and Discriminate
Modes and a 12x10 spoked coil to provide the power to reach deeper than average targets.
At home or abroad, the Euro Sabre is the one detector that can pick through the iron and
deliver the treasure.

CMD
Gold Wolf
One of the most
sensitive metal
detectors available
today!
The awesome WOLFTRAX
Gold Wolf metal detector
The Wolftax Gold Wolf is
the pinnacle of metal
detection technology. No
other detector gives you
the fast, accurate and
reliable ground tracking in
normal and severe soils
like the Golden Wolf. Two
Metal detectors in one! It excels on the trashiest
roman & celtic sites or
seeking out the tiniest
nuggets in the gold fields
"The Gold Wolf is simply one of the most sensitive metal detectors you can buy" Gold
Wolf's Computerized Ground Tracking System solves the detectorist's greatest problemground balancing. No matter where you hunt, the Gold Wolf will quickly self-adjust to
eliminate minerals letting you find more gold with ease. Discrimination circuitry with
instant pinpointing at your fingertips takes the awesome power of the Gold Wolf into every
type of metal detecting you do.
The simple to use, high performance detector designed to cope with the most difficult
sites. 17.8KHz frequency (for superb sensitivity), lightening fast recovery speed and 10 x 5"
elliptical search head (the optimum size for those tiny gold & silver coins!) make and
unbeatable combination. Designed by experts for the toughest sites and then coupled with
Tesoro's build quality - the perfect combination! Wolftrax Gold Wolf was designed to meet
demands of the serious detectorist who demands optimum performance on the toughest
sites with the minimum of fuss. No fancy meters to interpret. Just switch on, quick ground
balance and go. Detecting how it should be!

